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The Brier School is a flagship special school 
in the borough of Dudley, West Midlands with 
a strong reputation in the local community and 
beyond. The school is committed to supporting 
150 pupils from 4-16 years old with both 
moderate and complex physical, learning and 
communication difficulties. 

Leading a recently restructured senior leadership 
team sits a newly appointed Headteacher who is 
very proud to be in charge of a successful school 
and greets each child by name, as they enter 
every morning.

At the Brier School it is believed that everyone 
has something to offer and it is their job to ensure 
that all abilities are recognised and built upon. 
They are an inclusive learning establishment 
where children enjoy their school life, make 
friends and are educated safely and supportively. 
The school aims to educate the pupils in order 
to become part of society in whatever capacity 
their needs allow. Their vision is encapsulated 
in their motto: ‘Preparing for life, building on 
our strengths’.

The school first received an outstanding Ofsted 
report in September 2008 and has maintained this 
status to this day with it most recent inspection 
taking place in December 2019. This is now the 
forth Outstanding inspection in a row, a feat 
rarely achieved nationally in any school. 

Ofsted 2019 “Pupils and staff work in harmony 
with one another at The Brier. Staff really care 
for pupils. They work hard to make sure pupils’ 
special needs are met so that they are ready to 
learn. 

A corner stone to its success is that the school 
has strong links and relationships with 
parents, carers, outside agencies and the wider 
community. The school is located on a campus 
between two mainstream schools, a Primary and 
a Secondary Academy, enabling any pupil, when 
appropriate, to access personalised provision 
across the three schools. Pupils are able to access 
both mainstream and specialised provision 
though a specifically appointed transition and 
integration team. Links with local colleges are 
also strong through the provision of a range of 
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courses for Key Stage 4 pupils. Work placements 
are provided for pupils from post 16 providers 
and universities.

The school buildings are fully utilised and have 
been adapted to meet the needs of the learners. 
They have been refreshed with technology, 
outdoor spaces and the pride they take in every 
area, creates a warm, nurturing, learning focused 
environment. The school’s outdoor facilities are 
used extensively and creatively to extend and 
stimulate the children’s imagination and learning 
opportunities.  

Daily assemblies are carefully constructed along 
with individualised and personalised timetables 
and lesson structures to enhance differentiation.

Class and group dynamics are sensitively 
configured to fully engage all pupils learning. 
This was noted in the recent Inclusion Quality 
Mark review where the school received the 
highest accolade of Centre of Excellence. 

Teaching and learning is driven at The Brier 
School by having high expectations of all the 
children and staff. The staff are highly trained 
and dedicated to get the best from each child in a 
school that uses personalised learning wherever 
and whenever appropriate. The positive culture 
of this school strikingly emanates through the 
dedication and drive of the staff.

The staff are extremely successful in meeting 
the needs of some of the most vulnerable 
learners. This is achieved through a successfully 
adapted curriculum, designed to be ambitious in 
developing the knowledge, skills and abilities of 
pupils to apply what they know and can do with 
increasing fluency and independence. The more 
able are challenged further in their learning and 
children who find aspects of their learning more 
difficult are appropriately supported so that they 
too are enabled to experience success. 

The school has also recently received a wellbeing 
award. In the awarding bodies write up it was 
reported that “staff relationships with pupils are 
excellent, they go the extra mile, meeting the 
needs of pupils emotionally and educationally”. 

The wellbeing of pupils and staff alike is 
paramount. It is embedded throughout structures, 
rewards, positive feedback and CPD. There is a 
well-structured and effective peer coaching and 
support system that allows staff talents to be 
shared amongst each other. 

The foundation of all this starts with the Schools 
Development Plan which is clearly focussed, 
setting out the school’s current priorities. With 
targets being reviewed regularly throughout the 
year and progress is monitored by The Senior 
Leadership Team and Governors. The staffing 
structure has recently been strengthened with the 
appointment of middle and senior leaders who 
also share the vision for school improvement. 
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The new curriculum has ensured that there is 
a creative and a practical approach to teaching 
and learning. Teachers Appraisal targets are 
specially linked to improving outcomes and 
are rigorously checked through a detailed QA 
structure.  

Programmes such as ‘Maths Seeds’ and ‘Reading 
Eggs’ are embedded across the whole school. 
‘Maths Seeds’ teaches children aged 4-9 the 
core maths and problem-solving skills needed 
to be successful at school through fun, highly 
interactive and rewarding lessons. It is also used 
as a support tool to extend learning at home. 

There is a wide range of teaching approaches 
and learning styles encouraged with a strong 
emphasis on learning through a creative approach 
to the curriculum. There is a highly visual and 
practical attitude to learning which provides 
many opportunities for pupils to enjoy and extend 
their learning. The school has recently renewed 
its ICT Quality Mark reflecting its on-going 
commitment in using technology to improve 
pupil progress. As well as these the school has 
invested in a multi-media experience room 
that allows the teachers and pupils to explore 
learning in different ways. Other approaches to 
support teaching and learning are evident such 
as sensory rooms and a stimulating outside 
environment. Pupils are also given music, dance 
and drama sessions that promote English and 
mathematics skills.

In terms of assessment, progress and outcomes 
senior staff have been instrumental in the 
creation of a new local area initiative. The DAPA 
(Dudley Attainment and Progress Assessment) is 
used extensively to ensure accurate assessments 
and is used as a moderation tool across similar 
settings. Nationally this has now been recognised 
as a leading example allowing teachers to set 
work at relevant levels.

The introduction of ‘colourful semantics’ 
and letters and sounds has further aided the 
improved quality of teaching and learning across 
the school. 

The Brier School is especially proud of the 
progress Pupils make from their starting 
points. 

All pupils can gain a nationally recognised 
accreditation in English and Mathematics 
appropriate for their level of ability. Pupil 
achievement in English and mathematics has 
continued to exceed national expectations 
with over 90% of pupils meeting or exceeding 
challenging or expected standards.

Furthermore pupils have opportunities to extend 
their skills and gain a range of other qualifications, 
such as Duke of Edinburgh Awards. 
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Home/School books with written and symbol-
based communication enhance the relationships 
between the school and families. Homework 
is personalised with practical and enjoyable 
activities to extend the children’s learning. 
Parent workshops are arranged as part of 
the pupil’s curriculum and encourages the 
development of English and mathematics skills 
especially communication. Phonics, Makaton 
signing, and ‘Dynamo’ Mathematics workshops 
have been arranged for parents to attend.

Parents commented “Staff meet the emotional 
needs of the children and they love coming here”. 
The pupils flourish in this school with so many 
positive practices and interventions including 
wellbeing warriors supporting the 5 steps to 

wellbeing with other pupils, outdoor play, yoga 
– Cosmic kids, mindfulness initiatives including 
the new wellbeing bench in the playground, dog 
therapy, with a dog onsite, counselling, speech 
and language, enrichment programmes, outdoor 
education, charity work, community work and 
school council.   

Overall this school offers an outstanding 
example of how a positive and a caring learning 
environment can contribute to improvements 
and strengths across the whole of the school and 
community. 

For more information on The Brier School please 
visit:  www.brier.dudley.sch.uk
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